
Abstract

Mediators – used in federated information systems – provide a homogeneous read-only
access to a set of autonomous information sources. To achieve semantic integration of the
heterogeneous data, correspondences between the autonomous schemas are specified
manually by experts. Considering the continuous evolution of those typically long-living
information systems, schema evolution is an important aspect. New concepts are
necessary to adapt correspondences consistently to evolving schemas.
In this paper we propose a formalized schema evolution mechanism for federated infor-
mation systems based on metamodeling and dynamic logic. We define useful transactions
for schema evolution based on three elements: (1) a metamodel for ODMG schemas, (2) a
metamodel for model correspondence assertions (MoCAs), and (3) a classification of
evolution actions and their specification. For each evolution transaction, semantic precon-
ditions are specified and the impact on the correspondence assertions are described. In
this way, we contribute an important step towards a consistent evolution of federated
information systems.

1 Introduction

1.1 Federated Information Systems

The integration of autonomous information systems into one information infrastruc-
ture is a well known problem in modern information systems engineering ([SL 90],
[Wie 92]). We call those infrastructures federated information systems (FIS,
[BKLW 99]).

We address tightly coupled FIS, where a mediator provides a homogeneous read-
only access point to a dynamically changing information base of autonomous, heter-
ogeneous, and distributed legacy information systems. The mediator uses a virtual
global schema for semantic integration of the data sources. Wrappers encapsulate
data sources resolving technical differences and heterogeneous data models.
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To integrate data sources into the FIS, an expert defines relationships between the
mediator schema and the export schemas of the wrappers using a correspondence
specification language (CSL, for example [CGH+ 94],[SS 96],[LNE 89]). Based on a
common data model, correspondences explicitly specify and resolve conflicts caused
by heterogeneous names, semantics and structures (see detailed classifications of
heterogeneity in [SPD 92], [GSC 95]). From the information viewpoint, schemas and
correspondences are the most important components in FIS.

The MoCA language1 ([Bus 99]) introduced in chapter 2 is a CSL for conceptual
design of FIS that is based on the ODMG data model ([CB 97]). In this paper we use
ODMG schemas and MoCAs to analyze the connections of schemas and correspon-
dences through evolution.

1.2 Schema Evolution of Federated Information Systems

As FIS are long-living information infrastructures, the system components must be
flexible enough to cope with continuous change of components and configuration of
the system. Whereas new sources can be easily integrated into the FIS by specifying
new model correspondences, schema evolution requires modifications of correspon-
dence specifications. We distinguish two kinds of evolution scenarios (see Figure 1):

• Global schema evolution: The change of the mediator schema causes the modifi-
cation of all related correspondences to export schemas. The export schemas are
not changed.

• Local schema evolution: The change of one export schema causes the modifi-
cation of all correspondences related to the information source. MoCAs of other
information sources are not affected.

Fig. 1:  Schema Evolution in FIS
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Both evolution scenarios consists of the initial change of one schema and the propa-
gation to related correspondence assertions. To guarantee consistency of the federa-
tion through evolution, we have to

• identify primitive modifications of schema and correspondence assertions,

• identify evolution transactions (e.g. meaningful groups of primitive modifications
that occur together frequently), and

• give a formal definition of evolution operations, including applicability conditions
and change propagation.

Our focus are connections between structural models – schemas – and model corre-
spondences regarding their consistent evolution. Existing approaches (see
[BKK+ 87], [Kol 99], [Ber 97], [KS 96], [BFG+ 98]) address the specification of
effects of primitive evolution operations. [Kol 99] also specifies the effects on
federated schemas in federated database systems. Going beyond these works, we
define complex groups of primitive modifications. Those are important in FIS
because structural modifications cannot be modeled as a combination of deletion and
creation of model elements. The related correspondence assertions would be lost
when one model element is deleted and have to be added manually later on.

1.3 Metamodel-based Specification of Evolution

In this paper we will use a metamodeling technique as our primary mechanism to
encounter evolution. Both the ODMG data definition language and the MoCA lan-
guage are modeled within the same dynamic logic framework. A remarkable feature
of this approach is the ability to define the relation of intentional model entities and
correspondence specification entities (see Figure 2). It allows not only for the
description of structural relations among the modeling entities, but also for a formal
definition of structural constraints and dynamic behavior of model evolution opera-
tions.

Our approach can be combined with similar metamodeling approaches in related
contexts:

• [PBF 99] and [PK 99] use the same approach to specify constraints between the
extensional and intentional model level and their consistent evolution, including
both structural and behavioral aspects. This can be used in future work to specify
evolution operations including rules to adapt existing informations sources and
correspondence assertions.

• Many works use metamodels to define the semantics of modeling languages, for
example of the UML [UML 99] ([EFL+ 98], [EFL+ 99]). The metamodeling
approach and the separation of model level and correspondence level makes it
easier to change the underlying common data model of the FIS and to compare or
adapt the evolution specifications with other languages.



Fig. 2:  Metamodeling Approach
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• Schemas model the same real world objects in different manners. Therefore,
MoCAs may specify mapping rules between intensional descriptions, for
example to map different data types or representations.

• The extensional overlapbetween different data sources specified in a MoCA is
relevant for identifying relevant sources in query processing and for query optimi-
zation.

• Data sources are typically overlapping in their extensions, i.e., they contain the
description of same real world objects. The mediator has to identify same real
world objects obtained from different sources in order to prevent redundant query
results (object fusion, [PAG 96]). For this purpose, MoCAs may specify
properties for identifying semantically equivalent objects.

A MoCA relates one schema to one or more other schemas. A MoCA contains
submodel correspondence assertions. A submodel correspondence assertion relates
parts of the schemas, for example single object types. Because real world objects can
be modeled in different ways, not only single object types, but also associated object
types can constitute a submodel. Precisely, a submodel is defined as a view on the
schema (the base schema), including projection on interesting types and selection of
interesting extensions. View definitions use the object query language (OQL) of
ODMG. Instances of the view are calledconcepts.

Each submodel correspondence assertion addresses the objectives described
above. In the intensional part, it explicitly specifies mappings between intensional
schema elements. If more than one attribute correspond to one attribute in the other
schema, they are grouped by parentheses (Title andPName in the following example).

The extensional part contains the specification of properties that can be used for
identifying corresponding objects and the specification of the extensional overlap
between the submodels.

The MoCA language addresses logical heterogeneity, particularly descriptive
conflicts (intensional part), extension conflicts (extensional part), and structural
conflicts (grouping of schema elements). A deeper discussion of the language can be
found in [Bus 99].

Example. Fig. 3 shows two data sources and the relating MoCA specification.
Obviously, objects of typeWork of S1 correspond to the associated objects ofPerson

andCompany in S2. Theelements part of the MoCA defines these concepts. Corre-
sponding objects are identified by the company name and the SSN.S2 contains data
about all german companies and their employees. Therefore, we select onlyWork

objects of germany to ensure identical extensions. Arrows indicate identified corre-
spondences between attributes. Theintension part of the MoCA specifies mappings
between the attribute domains and defines the implicit attribute value ofCountry.



Fig. 3:  MoCA Example

2.2 The MoCA Metamodel

Figure 4 shows the metamodel of schemas and MoCAs. The metamodel consists of
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([UML 99]) for the ODMG modeling concepts.
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ConceptProperty represents attributes and associations used in a MoCA. The
property name does have a corresponding property of the base type on the model
level. To capture 1:n attribute conflicts, a MoCA might also specify sets of corre-
sponding properties.

Fig. 4:  Metamodel for Models and Model Correspondences
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The MoCA correspondence level at the top of the figure models the MoCA with its
submodel correspondence assertions. A submodel correspondence relates aLeftSub-

model with a submodel of one or more other schemas – anAssembly. ExtCorr represents
the extensional part of a MoCA with the specified overlap of the universes of dis-
course and the identifying properties.IntCorr represents the intensional part with spec-
ified correspondences between attributes or outgoing associations and implicit
attribute values such asCountry. All correspondence specifications are characterized
by a kind (of different types). It specifies for example if a mapping is bijective or if
properties identify an extensional correspondence.

3 Metamodel-based Specification of Schema Evolution

We define evolution operations that enable the automatic adaptation of schema and
correspondence level to guarantee consistency of the federation.

3.1 Classification of Evolution Operations

Evolution actions are classified in two categories (see Figure 5): Primitive Actions
and Composite Actions. Primitive actions represent atomic modifications whereas
composite actions represent groups of modifications that are applied together. A com-
posite action represents an uninterruptable transaction. Consistency of the system
must be guaranteed after the execution of the group of actions, but it may not be guar-
anteed during the execution.

Fig. 5:  Classification of Actions
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• Modification Actions modify an existing element from either the model or the
MoCA.

Fig. 6:  Classification of Primitive Evolution Actions

A detailed classification of creation, deletion and modification actions in model evo-
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Composite Evolution Actions

We only consider composite evolution actions initiated on model level, because we
are interested in their effects on model correspondences. MoCAs cannot be derived
automatically from schemas. Therefore, the composition of evolution actions to one
uninterruptable transaction is useful if this leads in keeping model correspondences
alive which would be lost otherwise. This situation occurs when modifying a schema
because generally deletion and creation actions are combined and deletion actions
cause deletion actions on MoCAs.

Based on our modeling experiences (see for example [KSW+ 95], [BK+ 00]) we
propose six composite evolution actions for modifying the abstraction level of a
schema. Examples are given in Figure 7.

1. SplitRecord: The record elements of one structured attribute become attributes of
the class.

2. AttributeFusion: Several attributes of one class become elements of one struc-
tured attribute of the class. This is the reverse operation of SplitRecord.

3. SeparateAttributes: Several attributes of one class are moved to a new associated
class.

4. IncludeAttributes: The attributes of an associated class are included in a class.
This is the reverse operation of SeparateAttributes.

5. StructuralAbstraction: Two classes with one relating association build one new
class. For example,S2 in our example in Figure 3 could be abstracted to one class
’Work’.

6. MoveAttributes: Attributes are related to another class.

Fig. 7:  Composite Evolution Actions – Examples
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3.2 Formalization of Evolution Actions

The specification of evolution actions is based on the formalization of the metamod-
els. The dynamic logic signature2 ΣODMG with a formulaΦODMG overΣODMG repre-
sents the model level,ΣMoCA andΦMoCA the MoCA level. The sorts in the signature
correspond to model/MoCA elements (such as classes/concepts) and the action sym-
bols represent modifications of the schema or the MoCA, respectively (evolution).

The model and the MoCA level are integrated by the FIS-theory, a first-order
dynamic logic theory. It consists of a signatureΣFIS and a set of axiomsΦFIS =
ΦODMG ∧ ΦMoCA ∧ ΦJOINT. The signature includes both the signatureΣODMG and
the signatureΣMoCA. It also contains a predicate symbol, ’Exists:Object’ that defines
the set of existing instances in each state.

The FIS-theory is interpreted as a set of transition systems (see [WB 98]). A
transition system is a set of states with a set of transition relations on states. The
domain for states is an algebra whose elements are model and MoCA elements. The
set of transition relations includes transitions representing evolution of the models
and correspondence assertions.
Each evolution action is defined by two formulas:

• Necessary preconditionsto describe the applicability conditions of operations.
The formula (〈op〉true →cond) states that the operationop is applicable only if
the conditioncond is true. Generally, preconditions result from static integrity
constraints.

• Sufficient postconditionsto describe the effect (direct effect and change propa-
gation) of the operations. The formula ([op]cond) states that after the application
of the operationop the conditioncond is true.

These formulas may contain either model elements, or MoCA element or both. This
allows us to define the effects from one level to the other. The specification of each
evolution action has the following structure:

Action act

Precondition τ
Effect γ
Propagation δ

This represents the following dynamic formula: (〈act〉true →τ) ∧ ([act] (γ ∧ δ)).

2 A signatureΣ = ((S, ≤), F, P, A) consists of a set of sort symbolsS, a partial order

relation between sorts≤, a set of function symbolsF, a set of predicate symbolsP,

and a set of Action symbolsA.



We describe model evolution, MoCA evolution, and composite evolution with one
example each. Thereby, we focus on the specification of dependencies between
schema and correspondences.

Primitive Model Evolution Actions

Creation actions have no effects on model correspondence assertions, so that a propa-
gation is only necessary in the model level.

The modification of model elements causes changes in the MoCAs that are based
on these model elements. For example, change of property names have to be propa-
gated to related concept properties. Other modifications like change of attribute
domains mostly result in deleting the related correspondence specifications because
the defined mappings do not hold anymore.

Deletion actions have similar effects: they have to be propagated to dependent
correspondence elements.

Action setAttributeName(attr: Attribute, new: Name)

old = name(attr)

Precondition
Attribute names of the class are unique.

∀a2: Attribute•  (class(a2) = class(attr)→ name(a2)≠ new)
The name of an attribute cannot be the same as the name of an opposite
association end.

∀r1 ∈ associationEnd(class(attr)), r2∈ associationEnd(association(r1))•
(r1 ≠ r2 → name(r2)≠ new)

Postcondition
name(attr) = new

Propagation
All concept properties in MoCAs that are based on attr are renamed.

∀ce∈ conceptElement(class(attr)), cp∈ conceptProperty(ce)•
propName(cp) = old→ 〈setPropertyName(cp, new)〉 true

∀ce∈ conceptElement(c)• 〈delConceptElement(ce)〉 true

MoCA Evolution Actions

Evolution actions on the MoCA level modify existing model correspondences. To
emphasize the relationship to the model level, we show the specification of actions to
add concept elements. In contrast to evolution on the model level, the dependency
influences the preconditions of MoCA evolution actions. For clarity, we skip the
modification of derived attributes likeNames andConceptDef.



Action addConceptElement(c: Concepts, n: Name, k: TCElemKind,
type: Name, m: Model, out el: ConceptElement)

TCElemKind = enum(’independent’, ’dependent’, ’grouped’)

Precondition
MoCA level: The concept definition exists, the concept element does not exist.

Exists(c)∧ ¬Exists(el)
Model level:
The base schema exists.

Exists(m)
The base schema contains one class with the given type name.

∃!cl: Class•  model(cl) = m∧ name(cl) = type

Postcondition
The concept element exists in the context of the context definition.

Exists(el)∧ concepts(el) = c∧ el ∈ conceptElement(c)
The concept element is initialized. It contains no concept properties.

name(el) = n∧  kind(el) = k ∧  conceptProperty(el) =∅
The concept element is associated with the base type of the model level.

∀cl: Class•  (model(cl) = m∧ name(cl) = type)
→  (baseType(el) = cl∧  el ∈ conceptElement(cl))

Composite Evolution Actions

Composite evolution actions consist of a set of (primitive) evolution actions which
build one transaction. Usually the specification of the composite evolution action
does not contain any postcondition, but only propagations to the primitive evolution
actions of the transaction.

To explain the effects on model correspondences we consider the example of
separating the attributes of delivery from the classOrder given in Figure 7. This
evolution action causes the following steps (see Figure 8):

• Adding the new classPlaceOfDelivery, the new associationTo and the attributes
DelName, DelStreet andDelNo in the created class. As all attributes can be null, the
cardinality of the new class is 0..1.

• Adapting the model correspondences that are based on separated attributes.
– Adding a new concept element to the submodel definition. The concept

element is based on the new class. The modification for our example is shown
in the new MoCA at the bottom of Figure 8.

– Moving the concept properties of separated attributes to the added concept
element.

– Modifying the extensional overlap if necessary.
Elements of the changed submodel are associated objects ofOrder andPlaceOf-

Delivery. Single instances ofOrder which has no associatedPlaceOfDelivery (all
attributes are null) are not element of the submodel anymore. As a conse-
quence, the extension of the submodel is smaller than before and the specified



overlap has to be modified. To keep the correspondence specification of single
Order objects withoutPlaceOfDelivery, we copy the submodel correspondence
before we add the new concept element to the submodel definition. As a
result, we get two submodel correspondence assertions.

• Deleting the separated attributes in the old class.
This action results in the deletion of correspondence specifications that are based
on the ’old’ attributes.

Fig. 8:  SeparateAttributes – Example
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The name of the new class and the new association are unique.
(∀cl: Class• model(cl) = model(c)→ name(cl)≠ cName) ∧
(∀ass: Association• model(ass) = model(c)→ name(ass)≠ assName)

…

Postcondition
Propagation

Model level: Adding the new class, association and attributes.
(〈addClass(model(c), cName, newC)〉 true)∧
((∃attr ∈ attrs• ¬canBeNull(attr))→

〈addAssociation(assName, {(c, name(c), 1), (c2, cName, 1)})〉 true)
∧
((∀attr ∈ attrs• canBeNull(attr))→

〈addAssociation(assName, {(c, name(c), 1), (c2, cName, 0..1)})〉 true)
∧
(∀attr ∈ attrs• 〈addAttribute(c2, name(attr), type(attr))〉 true)

MoCA level: if separated attributes are used then
∀el ∈ conceptElement(c)• attrs∩ conceptProperty(el)≠ ∅ →
copy the submodel correspondence and change the extensional overlap if
the cardinality is 0..1 and

((∀attr ∈ attrs, ec = extCorr(subOverlap(concepts(el)))•
canBeNull(attr))  →

(〈copySubOverlap(subOverlap(concepts(el)),
name(subOverlap(concepts(el))) || ’Without’ || cName,
newSub)〉 true)∧

((UoDRel(ec) = ’Equivalence’∧ isLeft(concepts(el)))→
〈setUoDRel(subOverlap(concepts(el)), ’Inclusion’)〉 true)∧

…
) ∧

add a new concept element and concept predicate and
(〈addConceptElement(concepts(el), assName, ’independent’, newC,

model(newC))〉 true)∧
(〈addPredicate(concepts(el),

assName || ’∈ ’ ||  name(el) || ’.’ || cName)〉 true)∧
move the concept properties of separated attributes

(∀cp ∈ conceptProperty• (propName(cp)∈ map(attrs, name)→
〈moveConceptProperty(c, newC, cp)〉 true))

Model level: Deleting the attributes in the initial class.
(∀attr ∈ attrs• 〈delAttribute(attr)〉 true)



4 Conclusions

In this paper we defined a schema evolution mechanism for federated information
systems (FIS) with formal semantics based on metamodeling and dynamic logic.
From the information viewpoint, schemas and model correspondences – specifying
semantic relationships between schemas – are the most important components in FIS.
Schema evolution is an important aspect in long-living federations. As model corre-
spondence assertions cannot be created automatically, mechanisms are necessary to
adapt them consistently to evolving schemas.

Our metamodel-based approach provides one formal framework to specify the
relationships between schemas and model correspondences. It allows not only for the
formal definition of structural constraints, but also for the specification of the
dynamic semantics of the modeled elements, that means the behavior of model
elements and correspondences through evolution of the FIS. For each evolution
action, we define semantically preconditions and describe the impact on other model
elements (change propagation). In this way, consistency of the system through
evolution is guaranteed.

In the second part we classified useful evolution actions. From a first classification
of evolution scenarios in FIS, we defined primitive evolution actions and useful
composite evolution actions for restructuring of a schema. They are transactions of
several primitive operations and allow to keep existing correspondence assertions.
Future work will go in three directions:

• the detailed evaluation of such evolution transactions and their formal specifi-
cation to complete our taxonomy;

• combining our approach with metamodel-based approaches for schema evolution
on intentional and extensional level;

• embedding the formal framework within tools for specifying correspondence
specifications and within mediator-based information systems (see [Oer 00]).
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